1. Preliminaries. Let X be a smooth manifold, E\ i = 0, 1, . . . , smooth vector bundles, and 1ÎCI open. Let E'(12) = C°°(12, E l ). We consider complexes of linear differential operators with locally constant orders E(12): E^^E 1^)^* "-. and S U £2* = 12*. Let £'(£2*) be the sections over £2* smooth up to S. We obtain £(12*): E 0^1 ) -^E 1^)^" -. 
MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCES
Let F(£2, S)(resp. F(ft*, S) be the space of sections of E(O) (resp. £(£2*)) which vanish to infinite order on S. The quotient E/F(S) may be thought of as sequences of sections over S representing the normal derivatives of all orders of sections in E(T2). The diagram
commutes and has exact rows and columns. The cohomology of
denoted by //'(I/F), is the Cauchy-Kowalewski cohomology of E(£l) on S.
DEFINITION. S is formally noncharacteristic for E if //'(I/F) = 0, all i>0.
2. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence in cohomology. THEOREM 
If S is formally noncharacteristic for E, then (3) 0 -> H°(ü) -* #°(^+) © H°(ST) ~> H°(S) -* tf *(«) -* • • '
fs an exflcf sequence.
PROOF. By the Whitney extension theorem

-• E(«) -* E(^+) © E(«~) -* E/F -> 0
is an exact sequence, where the first map is restriction and the second is the jump in normal derivatives. The long exact sequence of this gives (3) with //'(E/F) instead of H ( (S). But the long exact sequence of the last column of (1), with //'(I/F) = 0, gives H\EI¥) = H^S). The proof of the following is in the same spirit. This is a formal version of the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem for complexes of operators.
THEOREM 2. If S is formally noncharacteristic for E, then
If E(£2) and £(£2*) are given the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives on compact sets, and if subspaces and quotients are given the induced and quotient topologies, the maps in Theorems 1 and 2 are continuous.
